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Administrative history / Biographical sketch

Note
Richard Adrian Jarrell (1946-2013), a professor and historian of science, was born in the United States on 29 August 1946. He received his BA from Indiana University in 1967, where he majored in history and minored in astronomy and the history and philosophy of science. He then moved to Toronto to attend the University of Toronto’s Institute for History and Philosophy of Science and Technology, graduating with an MA in 1969 and a PhD in 1972. Jarrell’s graduate studies focused on 16th century astronomy, the history of technology, and medieval philosophy and science. One of the Institute’s first PhD graduates, his dissertation was entitled “The life and scientific work of the Tübingen astronomer Michael Mästlin, 1550-1631”.
Jarrell’s association with York University began in 1970 with his work as a tutor and marker in the Department of Science Studies at Atkinson College. He would stay at Atkinson College until 1997, where he moved from course director to full professor in what would become the Department of Natural Science. In 1997, Jarrell became a professor in the Faculty of Science and Engineering’s Division of Natural Science. His university service was extensive and included his positions as chair of Atkinson College’s Department of Natural Science (1986-87, 1990-1994) and coordinator of the Program in Science and Technology Studies in the Faculty of Science and Engineering (2006-2008, 2011-2013). Widely considered an expert in the history of Canadian science, Jarrell was the author of “The Cold Light of Dawn: a History of Canadian Astronomy” (1988) and “Educating the Neglected Majority:

In addition to his teaching and writing, Jarrell was the founding editor of the “HSTC Bulletin” (later “Scientia Canadensis”) (1976-1988), a member of the “Social Studies of Science” editorial board (1986-2002), and a member of the “Atkinson Review of Canadian Studies” editorial board (1982-1987). He was a co-founder of the Canadian Science and Technology Historical Association and a member of the Canadian Society for History and Philosophy of Science, the History of Science Society, the Royal Astronomical Society, the American Astronomical Society, the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, and the International Astronomical Union. Jarrell’s interest in horticulture and environmental preservation led to his involvement with committees and organizations in the Markham and Thornhill areas, including the Markham Conservation Committee, Markham Environmental Alliance, and the Thornhill Garden and Horticulture Society.

Jarrell became the first non-astronomer elected to be a member of the Canadian Astronomical Society in 1975. He was appointed a life member of the Royal Canadian Institute in 1990, received Ontario Volunteer Service Awards in 2002 and 2004, and became a fellow of the Royal Society of Medicine in 2013.

Richard Jarrell died on 28 December 2013.

Scope and content

Fonds consists of records documenting Richard Jarrell's work as an academic and historian of science, his teaching and service activities as a professor at York University, and his interest in environmental conservancy. Records include correspondence and memoranda, research materials and notes, draft articles and manuscripts, copies of published writing, photographs, university notebooks and essays, York University course materials, and textbooks written by Jarrell.

Notes

Title notes

Immediate source of acquisition

Donated by Martha Jarrell in 2018.
Arrangement

Fonds has been arranged in four series.

Restrictions on access

Access to this fonds is generally open, with exceptions. See series-level descriptions for details.

Other notes

- **Publication status**: Published
- **Level of detail**: Full
- **Status description**: Final

Access points

- Graphic material (documentary form)
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Astronomy (subject)
- History (subject)
- Science (subject)
- Education (subject)

Collection holdings

**Series: F0721-S00897 - Correspondence**

**Title**: Correspondence

**ID**: F0721-S00897

**Date**: [201-?] (reproduction) (date of creation)

**Date**: 1969-1996 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Series consists of Jarrell's professional correspondence and memoranda, including incoming letters and copies of his outgoing correspondence. These records pertain to Jarrell's work as a York University faculty member, his research and writing projects, his work as the editor of "HSTC Bulletin" (later "Scientia Canadensis"), and his participation as a member of the Canadian Science and Technology Historical Association (CSTHA). Some items in this series are photocopies, and some items have been marked according to subject by Martha Jarrell.

**Physical description**: 0.72 m of textual records
Restrictions on access:

No restrictions on access.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(01) - A [correspondence]**

Title: A [correspondence]

ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(01)

Date: 1970-1984 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of incoming and copies of outgoing correspondence and memoranda pertaining to Jarrell's academic writing and activities, organized by Jarrell according to correspondent surname. Correspondents include John W. Adams, Marianne G. Ainley, Carmen Altamirano, P. Amelung, Fred H. Armstrong, Jane Ashley, Margaret Attems, Roland J. Auger.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(02) - B [correspondence]**

Title: B [correspondence]

ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(02)

Date: 1971-1985 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of incoming and copies of outgoing correspondence and memoranda pertaining to Jarrell's academic writing and work at York University, organized by Jarrell according to correspondent surname. Correspondents include Jacques Boucher, Michelle Bonin-Stewart, Gwenn Becker, Ron Bordessa, Harriet K. Botta, John Wright Briggs, A.G. Bailey, John Baglow, Gillian A. Ballance, Monique Baron, Gordon Bennett, George Bindon, R.L. Bishop, Peter B. Blaney, Bernard Boivin, Fran Bonisteel, Jean M. Boone, Lucie Bouffard, Daniel F. Brunton, Phillip Buckner, W.F. Bynum.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Some letters in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(03) - Ball [correspondence]

Title: Ball [correspondence]

ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(03)

Date: 1976-1985 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of incoming correspondence from Norman R. Ball and copies of Jarrell's letters to Ball

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(04) - Bowler [correspondence]

Title: Bowler [correspondence]
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(04)
Date: 1972-1985 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence sent to Jarrell from Peter J. Bowler.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(05) - C [correspondence]

Title: C [correspondence]
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(05)
Date: 1970-1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of incoming correspondence and memoranda pertaining to Jarrell's academic writing and activities, organized by Jarrell according to correspondent surname. Correspondents include Fred B. Churchill, James M. Cameron, Wendy Cameron, David Wade Chambers, Béatrice Chassé, Austin Clarkson, Arthur E. Covington, Michael S. Cross, Harry S. Crowe, W. Raymond Cummins, G.L. Cunningham,

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Some letters in this file are photocopies.
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(06) - D [correspondence]**

**Title:** D [correspondence]

**ID:** F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(06)

**Date:** 1971-1985 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File consists of incoming correspondence and memoranda pertaining to Jarrell's academic writing and activities, organized by Jarrell according to correspondent surname. Correspondents include Stillman Drake, John A. Dickinson, Vittorio De Vecchi, Barney Danson, Adriana Davies, D.C. Davies, William G. Davis, Tullio Derenzini, Pierrette Desrosiers, Charles Dougall.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

English

**Note [generalNote]:**

Some letters in this file are photocopies.

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(07) - Duchesne**

**Title:** Duchesne

**ID:** F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(07)

**Date:** 1979-1985 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File consists of incoming correspondence sent to Jarrell from Raymond Duchesne.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(08) - E [correspondence]

Title: E [correspondence]
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(08)
Date: 1970-1981 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of incoming correspondence and memoranda and copies of outgoing correspondence pertaining to Jarrell's academic writing and activities, organized by Jarrell according to correspondent surname. Correspondents are Brian Elliott, Maurice S. Elliott, Clark A. Elliott, Ralph H. Estey.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Some letters in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(09) - Enros

Title: Enros
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(09)
Date: 1977-1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence sent to Jarrell from Philip Enros.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(10) - F [correspondence]

Title: F [correspondence]
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(10)
Date: 1971-1984 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of incoming correspondence and memoranda pertaining to Jarrell's academic writing and activities, organized by Jarrell according to correspondent surname. Correspondents include Dave Fowle, Huguette Filteau, Ronan Fanning, W.D. Farr, J. Hugh Faulkner, C. Bruce Fergusson, George B. Field, Robert L. Fraser.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Some letters in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(11) - G [correspondence]

Title: G [correspondence]
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(11)
Date: 1970-1985 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Some letters in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(12) - Gingras

Title: Gingras
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(12)
Date: 1980-1984 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence sent to Jarrell from Yves Gingas.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
French
File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(13) - H [correspondence]

Title: H [correspondence]

ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(13)

Date: 1970-1983 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Note [generalNote]:

Some items in this file pertaining to the Royal Astronomy Society of Canada are photocopies.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(14) - I/J [correspondence]

Title: I/J [correspondence]
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(14)
Date: 1979, 1982 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File consists of incoming correspondence and memoranda pertaining to Jarrell's academic writing and activities, organized by Jarrell according to correspondent surname. Correspondents are Ernest B. Ingles and Stanley Jeffers.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(15) - K [correspondence]
Title: K [correspondence]
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(15)
Date: 1970-1985 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File consists of incoming correspondence and memoranda and copies of outgoing correspondence pertaining to Jarrell's academic writing and activities, organized by Jarrell according to correspondent surname. Correspondents include C. Jay Kriplani, Gerry Killan, J.E. Kennedy, H.C. King, Margaret M. Knittl, Suzanne Koch-Weser, Sally Gregory Kohlstedt.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
German
Polish

Note [generalNote]:
Some letters in this file are photocopies.
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(16) - Keel**

**Title:** Keel  
**ID:** F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(16)  
**Date:** 1983-1984 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File consists of two letters sent to Jarrell from Othmar Keel.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** French

**Publication status:** Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(17) - L [correspondence]**

**Title:** L [correspondence]  
**ID:** F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(17)  
**Date:** 1970-1985 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File consists of incoming correspondence and memoranda and copies of outgoing correspondence pertaining to Jarrell's academic writing and activities, organized by Jarrell according to correspondent surname. Correspondents include Dave Lickley, T.H. Leith, Bruce Lewenstein, Henri Labouchiex, James Lambert, David Layton, Jean-Marie LeBlanc, Barbara Leonard, Martha List, G.L. Locke, Leon Lortie.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English
German

Note [generalNote]:
Some letters in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(18) - Levere
Title: Levere
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(18)
Date: 1970-1982 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence sent to Jarrell from Trevor H. Levere.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(19) - M [correspondence]
Title: M [correspondence]
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(19)
Date: 1971-1985 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of incoming correspondence and memoranda and copies of outgoing correspondence pertaining to Jarrell's academic writing and activities, organized by Jarrell according to correspondent surname. Correspondents include Ged Martin, Jo Mrozewski, Judit Molnar, David
P. Miller, Michel Marquis, Margaret Maher, James H. Marsh, Mary McD. Maude, Desmond Maxwell, Kenneth O. May, Wolfgang Milde, Peter M. Millman, Hilda C. Moessner, R. Charles Mollan, Yves Mougeot, John Brent Musgrave.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Note [generalNote]:

Some letters in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(20) - Mc/Mac

Title: Mc/Mac

ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(20)

Date: 1973-1985 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of incoming correspondence and memoranda and copies of outgoing correspondence pertaining to Jarrell's academic writing and activities, organized by Jarrell according to correspondent surname. Correspondents include Roy M. MacLeod, J. William McGowan, Bertrum MacDonald, H. Ian Macdonald, Jim MacLachlan, Malcolm MacNeil, G.R. Ian MacPherson, C.R. McArthur, N. McMillan, Jean R. McNiece, David McQueen.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Note [generalNote]:

Some letters in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(21) - N [correspondence]

Title: N [correspondence]
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(21)
Date: 1972-1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Note [generalNote]:
Some items in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(22) - O [correspondence]

Title: O [correspondence]
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(22)
Date: 1973-1985 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of incoming correspondence and memoranda and copies of outgoing correspondence pertaining to Jarrell's academic writing and activities, organized by Jarrell according to correspondent surname. Correspondents include David Oldroyd, Colm E. O'Riordan, Kathleen Ochs, Dorothy M. O'Neill, Ruth Oratz, Margaret J. Osler, Lorraine Ourom, R.L.R. Overing, I.M. Owen, T.H. Levere.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Note [generalNote]:

Some items in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(23) - P/Q [correspondence]

Title: P/Q [correspondence]

ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/001(23)

Date: 1970-1985 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Note [generalNote]:

Some items in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
**File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(01) - Phillipson**

**Title:** Phillipson  
**ID:** F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(01)  
**Date:** 1977-1984 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File consists of correspondence sent to Jarrell from Donald Phillipson.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English  

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(02) - R [correspondence]**

**Title:** R [correspondence]  
**ID:** F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(02)  
**Date:** 1970-1985 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File consists of incoming correspondence and memoranda and copies of outgoing correspondence pertaining to Jarrell's academic writing and activities, organized by Jarrell according to correspondent surname. Correspondents include M.W. Ransom, Yakov M. Rabkin, Hollis Rinehart, Marc Rothenberg, Alan Richardson, Réne Racine, A.W. Rasporich, Graham F. Reed, Nathan Reingold, Paul Reinhardt, Harold Remus, Gus Richardson, Magdalene Riemann, Paul A. Robberecht, John Roberts, Ken Roberts, John Robson, C.G. Roland, Edward Rosen.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English  

**Note [generalNote]:**  
Some letters in this file are photocopies.
File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(03) - S [correspondence]

Title: S [correspondence]
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(03)
Date: 1969-1985 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of incoming correspondence and memoranda and copies of outgoing correspondence pertaining to Jarrell's academic writing and activities, organized by Jarrell according to correspondent surname. Correspondents include Brigitte Schroeder-Gudehus, Frank H. Sweet, Michael Swift, Sam Shortt, Alice Stroup, Phillip Sloan, Chester Sadowski, J.M. Sanchez-Ron, Claude Savary, Matthias Schramm, Friedrich Seck, Tom Settle, Mary Lea Shane, William Shea, Rusty Schteir, Bruce Sinclair, W.W. Small, Christopher C. Smart, James L. Smith, David Spurgeon.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Note [generalNote]:
Some letters in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(04) - T [correspondence]

Title: T [correspondence]
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(04)
Date: 1970-1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

- English
- French

**Note [generalNote]:**

Some letters in this file are photocopies.

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(05) - U/V [correspondence]**

**Title:** U/V [correspondence]

**ID:** F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(05)

**Date:** 1973-1982 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File consists of incoming correspondence and copies of outgoing correspondence pertaining to Jarrell's academic writing and activities. Correspondents are A. Vachon, R.W. Van Fossen, and R.D. Voyer.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

- English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**
File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(06) - W [correspondence]

Title: W [correspondence]
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(06)
Date: 1970-1985 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
German

Note [generalNote]:
Some letters in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(07) - X/Y/Z [correspondence]

Title: X/Y/Z [correspondence]
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(07)
Date: 1970-1984 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of incoming correspondence and memoranda and copies of outgoing correspondence pertaining to Jarrell's academic writing and activities, organized by Jarrell according to

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Note [generalNote]:

Some letters in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(08) - 1977 [correspondence]**

**Title:** 1977 [correspondence]

**ID:** F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(08)

**Date:** 1970-1978 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File consists of copies of Jarrell's outgoing correspondence and memoranda pertaining to his doctoral research on Michael Mästlin, applications for teaching positions, grants received from the Canada Council, and the publication of his academic writing, as well as incoming correspondence and letters of recommendation. Correspondents include H.C. King, Robert Multhauf, Trevor H. Levere, Stillman Drake, Luigi M. Bianchi, Bruce Sinclair, Arthur E. Covington, Mel G. MacLeod, J.N. Hattiangadi, A.W. Tickner, Paul Darisse, Roy L. Bishop.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Note [generalNote]:

Some letters in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:

Published
File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(09) - 1979 [correspondence]

Title: 1979 [correspondence]
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(09)
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of copies of Jarrell's outgoing correspondence and memoranda and incoming correspondence pertaining to his academic activities and teaching, including his proposal for a centre for the study of science and technology at York University. Correspondents include Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, A.W. Tickner, W.F. Bynum, Roy Porter, Roy L. Bishop, Ken Donovan, Martin Fichman, Robert H. Haynes, C.R. Purton, Stan Jeffers, R.W. Nicholls.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Note [generalNote]:
Some letters in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: 1980 [correspondence]
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(10)
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of incoming correspondence and memoranda and copies of outgoing correspondence pertaining to Jarrell's academic writing, research, teaching and related activities. Correspondents include R.W. Home, Robert Michel, Bryan Massam, Samuel L. Macey, Nollaig MacKenzie, Bruce Flattery, Philip Enros, Phillip Sloan, Patricia K. Woolf, Ronald N. Giere, Sally Gregory Kohlstedt,
Roy L. Bishop, Joseph Dauben, Georges Drouin, Andrew Paskauskas, Pat Woolf, Robert P. Multhauf.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

English

**Note [generalNote]:**

Some letters in this file are photocopies.

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(11) - Correspondence - 1981**

**Title:** Correspondence - 1981

**ID:** F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(11)

**Date:** 1981 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File consists of Jarrell's incoming and copies of outgoing correspondence and memoranda pertaining to his academic writing and research activities. Correspondents include Friedrich Seck, Charles Dougall, Norman Lamont, R.W. Home, Gilles Jasmin, Bryan Massam, Philippe Garigue, and Stan Jeffers.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

English

German

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)
**File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(12) - Correspondence - 1982**

**Title:** Correspondence - 1982  
**ID:** F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(12)  
**Date:** 1982 (date of creation)  

**Scope and content:**
File consists of Jarrell's incoming and copies of outgoing correspondence and memoranda pertaining to his academic research and other activities. Correspondents include James H. Lambert, Charles Dougall, R. Alan Richardson, C. David Fowle, and Stan Jeffers.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(13) - Correspondence - 1983**

**Title:** Correspondence - 1983  
**ID:** F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(13)  
**Date:** 1982-1983 (date of creation)  

**Scope and content:**
File consists of Jarrell's incoming and copies of outgoing correspondence and memoranda pertaining to his academic research, writing and teaching. Also included is a copy of a reader's report pertaining to Jarrell's book "The Evolution of Canadian Astronomy". Correspondents include Adriana Davies, John W. Briggs, Michael Swift, Henri Pilon, and Richard Landon.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English

**Note [generalNote]:** Some letters in this file are photocopies.
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/021(01) - Correspondence - 1984

Title: Correspondence - 1984
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/021(01)
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of Jarrell's incoming and copies of outgoing correspondence and memoranda pertaining to his academic research, writing and teaching. Correspondents include Henri Pilon, S. Shortt, Paul Dufour, Charles Mollan, Bertrum MacDonald, R. Alan Richardson, Curtis A. Wilson, Donald J.C. Phillipson.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Corr. - 1985
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(14)
Date: 1985 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of Jarrell's incoming and copies of outgoing correspondence and memoranda pertaining to his academic research, writing and teaching. Correspondents include Donald F. Davis, L.P. Cappe, Curtis Wilson, J. Rodney Millard, W.A. Waiser, Bertrum MacDonald, George Bindon, Elizabeth Bonython, Dave Lickley, Raymond Duchesne, Ron Bordessa, Hubert Watelet, G.R. Paterson, Howard Plotkin, Roy MacLeod, Jacques Bernier, Jim Bennett, Del Muise.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English
French

Note [generalNote]:

Some letters in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(15) - 1986 [correspondence]

Title: 1986 [correspondence]

ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/002(15)

Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of Jarrell's incoming and copies of outgoing correspondence and memoranda pertaining to his academic research and teaching, his involvement with the Canadian Science and Technology Historical Association (CSTHA), and his work as editor of the "HSTC Bulletin". Correspondents include Philip Enros, Alan Richardson, Marc Rothenberg, Dave Lickley, Victor Snath, David Howell-Jones, James M. O'Neail, David Edge, Les MacDonald, Bertrum MacDonald, Jean-Pierre Wallot, Nancy Payne, Roy MacLeod, Carl Perrin, James P. Hull, Gerald Hallowell.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Note [generalNote]:

Some items in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/003(01) - 1987 [correspondence]

Title: 1987 [correspondence]
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/003(01)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of Jarrell's incoming and copies of outgoing correspondence and memoranda pertaining to his academic research and teaching. Also included are reader reports for Jarrell's book "The Evolution of Canadian Astronomy" and reader reports prepared by Jarrell. Correspondents include Arthur J. Cordell, Jane Jenkins and Glennda Leslie, Gerald Hallowell, David Edge, Yves Gingras, M.P. Winsor, Jean-Claude Guédon, R. Alan Richardson, John Parry, Bertram MacDonald, Donald J.C. Phillipson, Roy M. MacLeod.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Note [generalNote]:

Some items in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/003(02) - Correspondence 1988

Title: Correspondence 1988
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/003(02)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of Jarrell's incoming and copies of outgoing correspondence and memoranda pertaining to his academic research and teaching, and his involvement with the Canadian Science and Technology Historical Association (CSTHA). Correspondents include Paul Bogaard, R. Alan Richardson, Norman R. Ball, Iris Craig, Yves Gingras, Freya Godard, Huguette Filteau, Robert L. Fraser, Othmar Keel, Bessel J. VandenHazel, Gerald Hallowell, Jean Pierre Charland,
Richard Jarrell fonds

P.A. Buckner, Helen Hogg, Hiroyki Fujita, John R. Percy, Mel Hurtig, Emory L. Kemp, David DeVorkin.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
- English
- French

Note [generalNote]:
- Some items in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:
- Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/003(03) - Correspondence 1989

Title: Correspondence 1989

ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/003(03)

Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of Jarrell's incoming and copies of outgoing correspondence and memoranda pertaining to his academic research and teaching, and his involvement with the Canadian Science and Technology Historical Association (CSTHA). Correspondents include Paul A. Bogaard, Sandy McRae, Bessel J. VandenHazel, Philip Enros, P.A. Buckner, Bertrum H. MacDonald, Donald J.C. Phillipson, Barbara Craig, R.P. Broughton, Steve Wuerz, Henri Pilon, A.J. Kinder, Huguelette Filteau, Steven J. Dick, Arnaud Sales, H.T. Wilson, James P. Hull, Robert W. Passfield, Steven Turner, Norman Ball, David Edge, John R. Percy.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
- English
- French

Note [generalNote]:
- Some items in this file are photocopies.
File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/003(04) - Correspondence 1990

Title: Correspondence 1990
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/003(04)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of Jarrell's incoming and copies of outgoing correspondence and memoranda pertaining to his academic research and teaching, and his involvement with the Canadian Science and Technology Historical Association (CSTHA). Correspondents include Yves Gingras, Philip Enros, James P. Hull, Othmar Keel, C. David Naylor, Marianne G. Ainley, James R. Naiden, Jeremy Tatum, Paul A. Bogaard, Steve Wuerz, Harry Leith, J.A. Carlisle, Sharon Kingsland, Marcel Masse, Peter Broughton, Ron Doel, Gerhard Herzberg, Harry Arthurs, David DeVorkin, Wu Bikang, Helen Sawyer Hogg, John Lutz, Rod Horne (?)..

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English
French

Note [generalNote]:

Some items in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/003(05) - Correspondence 1991

Title: Correspondence 1991
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/003(05)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File consists of Jarrell's incoming and copies of outgoing correspondence and memoranda pertaining to his academic research and teaching, his work as editor and publisher of the Scientia Canadensis, and his involvement with the Canadian Science and Technology Historical Association (CSTHA). Correspondents include A.W. Tickner, Trevor Levere, W.T. Sullivan III, Wendy Mitchinson, James P. Hull, Marianne G. Ainley, Jacques Bernier, Raymond Duchesne, Marilyn Barber, Gregory A. Good, C. David Naylor, Gina Feldberg, Philip Enros, Yves Gingras, Boris Castel, Paul Rux, Wayne Orchiston, Spencer R. Weart, Shelley Hornstein, Tim DeJager, Michael M. Sokal, Robert W. Passfield, W.L. Hine, Jeremy Tatum, Don Osterbrock, Hiroyuki Fujita, Peter J. Bowler.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

French

Note [generalNote]:

Some items in this file are photocopies.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/021(02) - Correspondence 1992

Title: Correspondence 1992

ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/021(02)

Date: 1992 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of Jarrell's incoming and copies of outgoing correspondence and memoranda pertaining to his academic research and teaching, including a research trip to Australia and his role as Chair of the Department of Science Studies. Correspondents include Yves Gingras, Stephen Bocking, Michael Kater, Wayne Orchiston, Agnes Kruchio, Jack Balcer, Philip Enros, Helen Sawyer Hogg, J.E. Kennedy, Hiroyuki Fujita, Harry Arthurs, Shelley Hornstein, T.A. Meininger, Howard Plotkin, David Oldroyd, Aline Houillon, John F. Bankes, Arthur E. Covington, R.W. Home, Claude Pinel, Roy MacLeod, Nicolas Journet, Ronald E. Doel.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
French

Note [generalNote]:
Some items in this file are photocopies. Preservation copies of some Items comprised of facsimile paper may be required.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: "HSTC Bulletin" correspondence : 1976-1980
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/004(01)
Date: 1976-1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of incoming correspondence pertaining to Jarrell's role as editor of the "HSTC Bulletin", the newsletter of the Canadian Science and Technology Historical Association. Letters pertain in large part to subscriptions, requests for copies, or requests for inclusion in the Bulletin's directory of historians of science and technology.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: "HSTC Bulletin" correspondence : gen.

ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/004(02)

Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of incoming correspondence pertaining to Jarrell's role as editor of the "HSTC Bulletin", the newsletter of the Canadian Science and Technology Historical Association. Letters pertain in large part to subscriptions or requests for copies.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English
French

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/004(03) - "HSTC Bulletin" : correspondence and referee reports regarding article submissions

Title: "HSTC Bulletin" : correspondence and referee reports regarding article submissions

ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/004(03)

Date: 1980-1982 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of incoming correspondence, copies of outgoing correspondence, and referee reports pertaining to article submissions to the journal, managed by Jarrell in his role as editor of the "HSTC Bulletin".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English
French

Publication status:

Published

Title: Bulletin/Scientia : ms. corr.
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/004(04)
Date: 1981-1984 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of incoming correspondence, copies of outgoing correspondence and referee reports pertaining to article submissions to the journal, managed by Jarrell in his role as editor of the "HSTC Bulletin", later "Scientia Canadensis".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published


Title: HSTC corresp. : 1982-3
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/004(05)
Date: 1981-1983 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of mostly incoming correspondence and forms pertaining to article copy orders from and subscriptions to the journal "HSTC Bulletin", managed by Jarrell in his role as editor. Included is a photograph of a book display sent to Jarrell by Arthur E. Covington.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 photograph : col. ; 9 x 12.5 cm
Language of the material:
English
French
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)


Title: HSTC : ms. correspondence : 1983-1984
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/004(06)
Date: 1983-1985 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of incoming correspondence and copies of outgoing correspondence pertaining to article submissions to the journal, managed by Jarrell in his role as editor of the "HSTC Bulletin", later "Scientia Canadensis".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: HSTC : correspondence : 84-85
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/004(07)
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of incoming and copies of outgoing correspondence pertaining to HSTC Publications, for which Jarrell served as editorial director, and subscriptions to the journal "HSTC Bulletin" during its transition to become "Scientia Canadensis".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English
   French

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/004(08) - HSTC Publications : corr. 86-7

Title: HSTC Publications : corr. 86-7
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/004(08)
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   File consists of incoming and copies of outgoing correspondence pertaining to HSTC Publications, for which Jarrell served as editorial director, and submissions and subscriptions to the journal "Scientia Canadensis". Included is correspondence pertaining to funding options for the continued publication of the journal.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English
   French

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/004(09) - Miscellaneous correspondence

Title: Miscellaneous correspondence
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/004(09)
Date: 1995-1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00897-2018-012/004(10) - Miscellaneous correspondence

Title: Miscellaneous correspondence
ID: F0721-S00897-2018-012/004(10)
Date: Reproduced [201-?], originally created 1972-1992. (reproduction) (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of photocopies of correspondence and memoranda sent and/or received by Jarrell, mainly pertaining to various aspects of his research and writing. Correspondents include Woodruff T. Sullivan, Arthur E. Covington, Mary Lea Shane, Malcolm M. Thomson, David Edge, Gerhard Herzberg, Spencer R. Weart, and Nicolas Journet.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Note [generalNote]:
Items in this file have been annotated with tabs by Martha Jarrell. Copies of some items may appear in other files.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: SC [Scientia Canadensis] : ms. correspondence : 1985-86
Scope and content:

File consists of incoming correspondence, copies of outgoing correspondence, and referee reports pertaining to article submissions to the "Scientia Canadensis" journal, managed by Jarrell in his role as editor.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

--------

Series: F0721-S00898 - Research and writing files

Title: Research and writing files

ID: F0721-S00898

Date: [1970?]-[2013?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Series consists of records pertaining to Jarrell's various academic research and writing projects, including his book "Educating the Neglected Majority". Records include notes, lists, statistics, draft articles and manuscripts, bibliographies, copies of membership lists and directories, reproductions of archival records, publications, photographs, and Jarrell's research index cards, organized by research subject. Also included in this series are textbooks written and used by Jarrell to teach his classes at York University.

Physical description: 2 m of textual records
33 photographs : col. and b&w slides ; 35 mm
4 photographs : col. negatives ; 35 mm
2 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
3 reels of microfilm

Restrictions on access:

No restrictions on access.

Publication status:
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(01) - Wine art**

**Title:** Wine art  
**ID:** F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(01)  
**Date:** 2010 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File consists of research materials and an author agreement form pertains to an article written by Jarrell for the Ontario Historical Society entitled "Justin De Courtenay and the Birth of the Ontario Wine Industry".

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(02) - Imperialism**

**Title:** Imperialism  
**ID:** F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(02)  
**Date:** 1987, 2011 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

**Publication status:**
Published
**File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(03) - Plaskett's telescope**

**Title:** Plaskett's telescope  
**ID:** F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(03)  
**Date:** 1997 (date of creation)  

**Scope and content:**
File pertains to an article written by Jarrell entitled "J.S. Plaskett and the Modern Large Reflecting Telescope". Records include notes, article drafts, e-mail, edit notes, and photocopies of research materials.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English

**Publication status:** 
Published

---

**File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(04) - Ireland and the history of science : draft paper and research materials**

**Title:** Ireland and the history of science : draft paper and research materials  
**ID:** F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(04)  
**Date:** 1985, 2008 (date of creation)  

**Scope and content:**
File consists of a draft paper by Jarrell entitled "Colonialism and Science: Ireland as an Experiment" and e-mail pertaining to Jarrell's presentation at a Trinity College Dublin symposium, "Colonial connections: Ireland, India and Education" held in October 2008. Also included are research materials include a bibliography, catalog search results, and a journal article.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(05) - Meteor science

Title: Meteor science
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(05)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a draft paper by Jarrell entitled "Federal Astronomy in Alberta: the Meteor Programmes of the Dominion Observatory and the National Research Council".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(06) - Newbrook Observatory

Title: Newbrook Observatory
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(06)
Date: 1995-1996 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to Jarrell's agenda paper on the Newbrook Observatory for the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada (HSMBC) to determine the observatory's potential national historic significance and his research visit to the observatory. Records in this file are research materials, correspondence, e-mail, invoices, a contract for services, terms of reference for the project, notes, and an interview transcript.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(07) - Victorian science teaching

Title: Victorian science teaching
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(07)
Date: [ca. 1996] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to an article written by Jarrell entitled "Visionary or Bureaucrat? T.H. Huxley, the Science and Art Department and Science Teaching for the Working Class". Records include article drafts, article page proofs, revision notes, reader comments, and research notes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(08) - Draft and published book reviews

Title: Draft and published book reviews
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(08)
Date: 1991-2000 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of draft versions and published copies of book reviews written by Jarrell. Also included are typescript notes entitled "The Dominion Astrophysical Observatory: the Formative Years".

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(01) - Technical education**

**Title:** Technical education

**ID:** F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(01)

**Date:** [199-?], 2009 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File consists of Jarrell's research notes and resource materials on this subject, including photocopies of a British directory of science schools and classes (1870) and a Preston Mechanics' Institute musical and literary entertainment programme (1873), a draft article entitled "The South Kensington Solution: Government Initiatives in Technical Education in Central Canada", statistics on membership in Ontario mechanics' institutes, journal articles, a bibliography on agricultural, manual, technical and art education, and notes on agriculture from Ontario sessional papers.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(09) - Quebec-Ireland : theory and grants**
Title: Quebec-Ireland: theory and grants

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(09)

Date: [ca. 1981] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of Jarrell's research notes and a copy of a SSHRC summary of assessment pertaining to Jarrell's research project proposal entitled "Colonialism and the Failure of Indigenous Science: the cases of Quebec and Ireland in the 19th Century".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English
French

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(02) - Quebec-Ireland: notes

Title: Quebec-Ireland: notes

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(02)

Date: [ca. 1980] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of research materials pertaining to Jarrell's work on a paper about science in Quebec and Ireland. Records include notes, lists of scientists, a preface, an abstract, and a photocopy of the "Report on the state of principal museums in Canada and Newfoundland".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(03) - Irish-Quebec science : notes

Title: Irish-Quebec science : notes
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(03)
Date: 1974, 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of notes, bibliographies and assessors' comments pertaining to Jarrell's research on science in Quebec and Ireland for a project entitled "Colonialism and the Failure of Indigenous Science: the cases of Quebec and Ireland in the 19th century".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
French

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(10) - Science in Ireland

Title: Science in Ireland
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(10)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to Jarrell's research on this subject, including his visit to Ireland in 2009. Records include notes, bibliographies, a journal article, research forms, a table detailing 18th and 19th century Irish scientists.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(11) - Armagh paper

Title: Armagh paper
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(11)
Date: 1994-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File pertains to an article written by Jarrell entitled "Some Aspects of the Evolution of Agricultural and Technical Education in Nineteenth-Century England", presented at a Royal Society/British Society for the History of Science conference held in Armagh, Northern Ireland, in October 1994. Records include article drafts, a conference program, correspondence, and a travel grant application form.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(04) - Irish agriculture articles

Title: Irish agriculture articles
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(04)
Date: Photocopied [ca. 1991], originally created 1839-1938, 1987 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File pertains to research materials accumulated by Jarrell on a research trip to British Library.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English
File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(12) - Irish agriculture

Title: Irish agriculture
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(12)
Date: 1990-1994 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a draft paper by Jarrell with Austin O'Sullivan entitled "Agricultural Education in Ireland", as well as bibliographies, correspondence, research materials, and notes. Included in the file are photographs of the Bannon School, sent to Jarrell by O'Sullivan.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
2 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
4 photographs : col. negatives ; 35 mm

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(13) - Cultivation of science at Québec

Title: Cultivation of science at Québec
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(13)
Date: 1973, 1983 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of lists of Quebec scientists in the 19th century and other research notes by Jarrell.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
**File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(14) - DSA and Irish science**

**Title:** DSA and Irish science  
**ID:** F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(14)  
**Date:** 1982-1983 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File consists of correspondence, edit notes, research notes and materials pertaining to an article by Jarrell for "Irish Historical Studies" entitled "The Department of Science and Art and the Control of Irish Science in the Nineteenth century".

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English  
**Publication status:** Published  
**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(05) - RIA [Royal Irish Academy]

Title: RIA [Royal Irish Academy]
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(05)
Date: Photocopied [ca. 1983] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Item is a photocopy of an 1883 report to the council of a meeting of the Royal Irish Academy in reference to the proposed new chapter for the Royal Dublin Society.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(06) - RDS [Royal Dublin Society]

Title: RDS [Royal Dublin Society]
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(06)
Date: Photocopied [ca. 1983], originally created 1883 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of photocopies of two documents regarding a proposed new chapter of the Royal Dublin Society.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
Item: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(07) - Natural History Society of Belfast

Title: Natural History Society of Belfast
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(07)
Date: Photocopied [ca. 1983] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Item is a photocopy of a membership index of this society, detailing membership from the 19th to the early 20th century.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(16) - Que-Ire biographical

Title: Que-Ire biographical
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/005(16)
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of biographical reports compiled by Jarrell pertaining to French-Canadian and Irish scientists.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(08) - 19c cdn scientists

Title: 19c cdn scientists
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(08)
Date: [ca. 1980] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of notes and lists of Canadian scientists active in the 19th century.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(01) - Bibliography of the members of the Royal Society of Canada

Title: Bibliography of the members of the Royal Society of Canada
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(01)
Date: Photocopied [ca. 1980], originally created [ca. 1895] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(02) - Science and the state 1850-1900

Title: Science and the state 1850-1900
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(02)
Date: [ca. 1988] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of Jarrell's research notes, statistics and a draft of his article entitled "National or Imperial Science? The State and the Funding of Science in Canada, 1841-1914".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: S&S : Nova Scotia agriculture
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(03)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a draft paper by Jarrell entitled "Science and the State in Nineteenth-Century Canada: Nova Scotia Discovers Agriculture", as well as a reader assessment, statistics and notes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(04) - Australia trip

Title: Australia trip
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(04)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to Jarrell's research trip to Australia in April 1992. Records include correspondence, an itinerary, notes, a Barr Smith Library bibliography parliamentary publications finding list (1989), pamphlets, and an info guide to the Australian government publications in the Baillieu Library and Law Library at the University of Melbourne.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(05) - Henry Cole: notes and research materials

Title: Henry Cole: notes and research materials
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(05)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(06) - Cole : grant applications and reports

Title: Cole : grant applications and reports
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(06)
Date: 1986, 1988 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of a grant application, progress reports and other forms pertaining to a SSHRC research grant received by Jarrell for his project on Sir Henry Cole's contribution to the formation of the British system of technical education.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(07) - Cole : Albert's plan

Title: Cole : Albert's plan
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(07)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of a draft article by Jarrell entitled "'Prince Albert's Plan': What Did Nineteenth-Century British Science and Art Education Owe to the Prince Consort".
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(08) - Henry Cole memoirs

Title: Henry Cole memoirs
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(08)
Date: 1968-1969, 1985 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of research materials pertaining to the life and activities of Sir Henry Cole. Records include offprints from the Journal of the Royal Society of Arts and a photocopied excerpt from an unidentified monograph.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(09) - Liberalism and Brit. science

Title: Liberalism and Brit. science
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(09)
Date: [ca. 1988] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of a draft article by Jarrell entitled "Politicians, Politics and Scientism: Was the Liberal Party the Party of Science in Mid-19th Century Britain".

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material**: English

**Publication status**: Published

**Access points**:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(10) - History of science : bibliographies**

**Title**: History of science : bibliographies

**ID**: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(10)

**Date**: [197-?] (date of creation)

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material**: English

**Publication status**: Published

**Access points**:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---


**Title**: BEA [Biographical Encyclopedia of Astronomers] bios

**ID**: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(11)

**Date**: 1991, 1994, 2001 (date of creation)

**Scope and content**:

File consists of photocopied biographies of astronomers.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: Tech ed lecture
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(12)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   File consists of slide transparencies for a lecture given by Jarrell in Nov. 2001 entitled "The failure of technical education in Ontario and Quebec in the 19th century" at L'Université du Québec à Montréal.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: Science & state : New York State
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(13)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of notes and bibliographic records pertaining to Jarrell’s research about New York State.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)

---


**Title:** Science & state : Ontario-Michigan

**ID:** F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(14)

**Date:** 1986-1988 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File pertains to Jarrell's contribution to the Ontario Historical Society's centennial volume, "Patterns of the Past: Interpreting Ontario's History", an article entitled "Science and the British Connection Reconsidered: Science and the State in Ontario and Michigan to 1914". Records include correspondence, a letter of agreement, a reader assessment, research notes, and a grant application.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(15) - S&S : drafts and charts**

**Title:** S&S : drafts and charts
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(15)

Date: [ca. 1988] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of a draft article by Jarrell entitled "National or Imperial Science?: The State and the Funding of Science in Canada, 1841-1914", as well as related graphs and charts (on transparencies).

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: S&S : provincial accounts, USA fed.

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(16)

Date: [198-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of Jarrell's handwritten research notes and statistics.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(17) - Science professoriate project : control file

Title: Science professoriate project : control file

Title: Higher education: corr. and notes
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(18)
Date: 1991-1994 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to Jarrell's research on the scientific professoriate in Canadian universities. Records include correspondence with university archives, e-mail, statistics and biographical information about science professors, notes by Jarrell's research assistant, and a bibliography.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(19) - DeCourtenay

Title: DeCourtenay
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(19)
Date: [ca. 2009] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of an annotated draft article by Jarrell entitled "Justin de Courtenay and the Birth of Commercial Wine-Making in Ontario", as well as a list of archival files ordered, and photocopies of research materials.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: NRC [National Research Council] scholarship program

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/006(20)

Date: 2001 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of lists of Canadian scientists who received awards and scholarships from the National Research Council between 1917 and 1938. Also included are notes and slide transparencies pertaining to a presentation entitled "The NRC Scholarship Programme and the Canadian Scientific Professoriate before World War II".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(01) - Natural History Society of Montreal member lists

**Title:** Natural History Society of Montreal member lists

**ID:** F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(01)

**Date:** Photocopied [198-], originally created 1872, 1881 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(02) - Georges Simard articles about the Université d'Ottawa

**Title:** Georges Simard articles about the Université d'Ottawa

**ID:** F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(02)

**Date:** Photocopied [198-], originally created 1915, 1939 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

French

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(09) - L'Institut canadien-français d'Ottawa

**Title:** L'Institut canadien-français d'Ottawa

**ID:** F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(09)
Date: Photocopied 1982, originally created 1883-1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of photocopies of a history and membership lists pertaining to this organization.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
French

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(10) - L'École normale Laval

Title: L'École normale Laval

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(10)

Date: Photocopied [198-], originally created 1893, 1957 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of photocopies of two documents, "Notice sur L'École normale Laval de Quebec pour L'exposition de Chicago" and "L'École normale Laval: un siecle d'histoire: 1857-1957".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
French

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(03) - Institut canadien de Québec

Title: Institut canadien de Québec

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(03)
Date: Photocopied [198-], originally created 1948 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of photocopies of a history and membership lists pertaining to this organization.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

French

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(04) - Irish tech. education

Title: Irish tech. education

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(04)

Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of a draft article by Jarrell entitled "Technical Education and Colonialism in Ireland in the Nineteenth Century" as well as related notes and correspondence. This article was written as a chapter for "History of Technical Education in Ireland".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(05) - Irish tech. ed. : McMillan

Title: Irish tech. ed. : McMillan

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(05)
Date: 1990-1996, 1999 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(06) - Ire. : tech. education commission

Title: Ire. : tech. education commission

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(06)

Date: [198-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of a draft article by Jarrell entitled "'Special Recommendations with Regard to Ireland': English and Irish Perceptions of the Need for Technical Education, 1845-1899", notes, and a copy of the digest of minutes of evidence pertaining to Ireland's Royal Commission on Technical Instruction.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(07) - Conseil des Arts et Manufactures

Title: Conseil des Arts et Manufactures

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(07)

Date: Reproduced [198-], originally created 1875, 1877, 1880 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of reproductions of reports pertaining to the Conseil des Arts et Manufactures de la Province de Québec.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

French

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(08) - Tech. education : second arts

Title: Tech. education : second arts

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(08)

Date: [ca. 1989] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of draft papers written by others: "In Search of Canadian Mechanics" by Larry McNally (Oct. 1989), "Les notables de Montreal aux XIX# siècle" by Jean-Claude Robert, "An Historical Profile of Early Industrial Development in Toronto", and "Entomology in Canada".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

Title: Tech. ed. : articles
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(09)
Date: [199-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of notes, slide transparencies on the subject of English science education, and a draft paper by Jarrell entitled "Teaching Science in Victorian England".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Kingston conf. 1995
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(10)
Date: [ca. 1995] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: McGill : data
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(11)
Date: [199-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to Jarrell's research about science professoriate at McGill University. Records include notes, biographies and instructor lists.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(12) - Toronto to 1913

Title: Toronto to 1913
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/007(12)
Date: [199-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of biographical reporting sheets pertaining to Jarrell's research about science professoriate at the University of Toronto.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(11) - Science professoriate project : research materials

Title: Science professoriate project : research materials
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(11)
Date: [ca. 1995] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of a summary of data collected and digitized, statistics, a letter by Jarrell to Paul Bogaard on the subject of his research, an article by Bogaard entitled "Science within the Liberal Arts: Mount Allison and the Maritime Universities".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(01) - Univ. of Saskatchewan

Title: Univ. of Saskatchewan
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(01)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of lists of faculty members, biographical sketches relating to records held by the University of Saskatchewan archives, and photocopies of university calendars detailing science faculty between 1910-1944.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
Item: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(02) - Science professoriate project : research notebook

Title: Science professoriate project : research notebook
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(02)
Date: [ca. 1994] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:

English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(03) - UBC

Title: UBC
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(03)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of photocopies of University of British Columbia (UBC) calendars detailing lists of science professors employed between 1915-1943 as well as three articles about UBC by William Bruneau.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:

English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(04) - MOS-SASK

Title: MOS-SASK
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(04)
Date: [ca. 1994] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of directory entries for and lists of University of Manitoba science and math professors.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(05) - Science professoriate project : notes and reporting sheets

Title: Science professoriate project : notes and reporting sheets
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(05)
Date: [ca. 1996] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes notes, lists of professors, statistics and reporting sheets pertaining to Queen’s University faculty and a table detailing information about Canadian physicists.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(06) - Science professoriate project: University of Toronto faculty lists

Title: Science professoriate project: University of Toronto faculty lists
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(06)
Date: [199-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(07) - McMaster

Title: McMaster
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(07)
Date: [199-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of reporting sheets and faculty lists pertaining to Jarrell's research about McMaster University scientists.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(08) - Western

Title: Western
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(08)
Date: [199-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of reporting sheets and faculty lists pertaining to Jarrell's research about University of Western Ontario scientists.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(09) - Bishops

Title: Bishops
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/008(09)
Date: [199-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of reporting sheets and faculty lists pertaining to Jarrell's research about Bishops University scientists.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/009(01) - Ottawa

Title: Ottawa
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/009(01)
Date: [ca. 1993] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of reporting sheets and faculty lists pertaining to Jarrell's research about University of Ottawa scientists.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/009(02) - OAC

Title: OAC
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/009(02)
Date: [199-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of reporting sheets and faculty lists pertaining to Jarrell's research about Ontario Agricultural College scientists.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/009(03) - Albert, Woodstock, Moulton, Victoria, RMC

Title: Albert, Woodstock, Moulton, Victoria, RMC
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/009(03)
Date: [199-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of reporting sheets and faculty lists pertaining to Jarrell's research about scientists teaching at Albert College, Royal Military College, Moulton College, Canadian Literary Institute in Woodstock, Victoria College, and Trinity College.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/009(04) - Univ. of Montreal

Title: Univ. of Montreal
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/009(04)
Date: [199-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of faculty lists and statistics pertaining to Jarrell's research about University of Montreal scientists.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/009(05) - McGill to 1913

Title: McGill to 1913

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/009(05)

Date: [199-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of reporting sheets and faculty lists pertaining to Jarrell's research about McGill University scientists.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/009(06) - Laval

Title: Laval

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/009(06)

Date: [199-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of reporting sheets and faculty lists pertaining to Jarrell's research about Laval University scientists.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
### File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/009(07) - Physics in Canada

**Title:** Physics in Canada  
**ID:** F0721-S00898-2018-012/009(07)  
**Date:** 1997 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
File consists of notes, statistics and lists pertaining to Jarrell's research about physicists teaching in Canada.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English  

**Publication status:** Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

### File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/010(01) - Tech ed : "Educating the Neglected Majority" book

**Title:** Tech ed : "Educating the Neglected Majority" book  
**ID:** F0721-S00898-2018-012/010(01)  
**Date:** [ca. 2009] (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
File consists of chapter drafts for this book by Jarrell, as well as outlines and notes.
Item: F0721-S00898-2018-012/010(02) - "Educating the Neglected Majority : draft

Title: "Educating the Neglected Majority : draft
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/010(02)
Date: [ca. 2009] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Item is an annotated draft of this book by Jarrell, accompanied by two readers' reviews of the manuscript and Jarrell's response to the readers' reviews.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English
Note [generalNote]:
   1 of 2

Publication status:
   Published
Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0721-S00898-2018-012/010(03) - "Educating the Neglected Majority : draft

Title: "Educating the Neglected Majority : draft
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/010(03)
Date: [ca. 2009] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Item is an annotated draft of this book by Jarrell, accompanied by two readers' reviews of the manuscript and Jarrell's response to the readers' reviews.

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material**: English

**Note [generalNote]**:

2 of 2

**Publication status**: Published

**Access points**:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/010(04) - Articles by Richard Jarrell**

**Title**: Articles by Richard Jarrell

**ID**: F0721-S00898-2018-012/010(04)

**Date**: 1972-1999, 2011 (date of creation)

**Scope and content**:

File consists of offprints and photocopies of published articles by Jarrell.

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material**: English

**Publication status**: Published

**Access points**:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/010(05) - Gregorian calendar**

**Title**: Gregorian calendar

**ID**: F0721-S00898-2018-012/010(05)
File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/010(06) - Bibliographies

Title: Bibliographies
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/010(06)
Date: 1998-2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of various bibliographies or citations accumulated by Jarrell pertaining to his research interests.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/010(07) - Government expenditures on agriculture and science : statistics and notes

Title: Government expenditures on agriculture and science : statistics and notes
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/010(07)
Date: [199-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: A curious field-book : science & society in Canadian history / edited by Trevor H. Levere and Richard A. Jarrell
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/010(08)
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(01) - Pursuing the mandate : the National Museum of Science and Technology and research into Canada's scientific and technical heritage : a report commissioned by the National Museum of Science and Technology / by Richard A. Jarrell, PhD

Title: Pursuing the mandate : the National Museum of Science and Technology and research into Canada's scientific and technical heritage : a report commissioned by the National Museum of Science and Technology / by Richard A. Jarrell, PhD
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(01)
Date: 15 Mar. 1985 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Item is a manuscript for this report by Jarrell.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(02) - Research about Canadian universities: index cards

Title: Research about Canadian universities: index cards
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(02)
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(03) - Canadian and UK sci. and tech. education

Title: Canadian and UK sci. and tech. education
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(03)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of photographs of historic documents, illustrations and photographs. Depicted are people, buildings, and notices.
Physical description: 18 photographs : col. slides ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(04) - 19C - 20C Canadian Science

Title: 19C - 20C Canadian Science
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(04)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of photographs of historic documents, illustrations and photographs. Depicted are people, buildings (interior and exterior), and notices.

Physical description: 15 photographs : b&w slides ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)


Title: A bibliography for courses in the history of Canadian science, technology and medicine : second (revised) edition / compiled by Richard A. Jarrell and Arnold E. Roos
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(05)
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:

York University Archives & Special Collections (CTASC) Page 92
File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(06) - Big science in a small country: radio astronomy in Canada: draft preface and table of contents

Title: Big science in a small country: radio astronomy in Canada: draft preface and table of contents
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(06)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(07) - The life and scientific work of the Tübingen astronomer Michael Maestlin, 1550-1631 / Richard A. Jarrell

Title: The life and scientific work of the Tübingen astronomer Michael Maestlin, 1550-1631 / Richard A. Jarrell
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(07)
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Item is a bound copy of Jarrell's PhD thesis.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(08) - Spezzatino articles

Title: Spezzatino articles
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(08)
Date: [ca. 2013] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Item is a bound assembly of articles written by Jarrell for Spezzatino magazine, given to Jarrell's family after his death.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: History of astronomy : bibliographies
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(09)
Date: [ca. 1993] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(10) - CSTHA [Canadian Science and Technology Historical Association] 2007 Kingston Conference participants

Title: CSTHA [Canadian Science and Technology Historical Association] 2007 Kingston Conference participants
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(10)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Item is a pamphlet detailing the biographies of conference participants, including Jarrell.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(12) - Science Council of Canada publications

Title: Science Council of Canada publications
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/022(12)
Date: 1977-1992 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a variety of publications produced by the Science Council of Canada, including reports, discussion papers, and issues of the council's journals "Agenda" and "In Touch".

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Title: HAD news: the newsletter of the Historical Astronomy Division of the American Astronomical Society

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(11)

Date: 1989-2005 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of issues of this newsletter from 1989 to 2005

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Some issues are missing from this date range.
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: HAD news: the newsletter of the Historical Astronomy Division of the American Astronomical Society

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(12)
Date: 1989-2005 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of issues of this newsletter from 1989 to 2005

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Note [generalNote]:

Some issues are missing from this date range.

2 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(13) - History of science in America: news and views: newsletter to the forum for the history of science in America

Title: History of science in America: news and views: newsletter to the forum for the history of science in America

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(13)

Date: 2002-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of issues of this newsletter from 2002 to 2008.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Note [generalNote]:

Some issues are missing from this date range.

Publication status:

Published

Title: Twelfth meeting of the Astronomical and Astrophysical Society of America : Ottawa : Aug. 23-25, 1911

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(14)

Date: Reproduced [199-?], originally created 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Item is a copy print of a group photograph depicting male and female attendees at this meeting, positioned outdoors in front of the entrance to an unidentified building.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)


Title: An outline of scientific principles : preliminary edition / Richard A. Jarrell

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/011(15)

Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Item is a textbook written by Jarrell and published by the Scientia Press Ltd.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Item: F0721-S00898-2018-012/012(01) - Food, science and technology : part I / Richard A. Jarrell

Title: Food, science and technology : part I / Richard A. Jarrell
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/012(01)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Item is a textbook written by Jarrell and published by the Scientia Press Ltd.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Scientia Press Ltd.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0721-S00898-2018-012/012(02) - Music, science and technology / Richard A. Jarrell

Title: Music, science and technology / Richard A. Jarrell
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/012(02)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Item is a textbook written by Jarrell.

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material**: English

**Publication status**: Published

**Access points**:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---


**ID**: F0721-S00898-2018-012/012(03)

**Date**: 2000 (date of creation)

**Scope and content**: Item is a textbook written by Jarrell and published by the Scientia Press Ltd.

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material**: English

**Note [generalNote]**: Scientia Press Ltd.

**Publication status**: Published

**Access points**:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

Jarrell

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/012(04)

Date: 2002 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a textbook written by Jarrell.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---


ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/012(05)

Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a textbook written by Jarrell.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
**Item: F0721-S00898-2018-012/012(06) - Science : past, present and future : physical science, second edition / Richard A. Jarrell**

**Title:** Science : past, present and future : physical science, second edition / Richard A. Jarrell  
**ID:** F0721-S00898-2018-012/012(06)  
**Date:** 2004 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Item is a textbook written by Jarrell.  

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English  
**Publication status:**  
Published  
**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0721-S00898-2018-012/012(07) - Understanding food / Richard A. Jarrell**

**Title:** Understanding food / Richard A. Jarrell  
**ID:** F0721-S00898-2018-012/012(07)  
**Date:** 2012 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Item is a textbook written by Jarrell for York University course SC/NATS 1560, "Understanding Food".  

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English  
**Publication status:**  
Published  
**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)
**Item: F0721-S00898-2018-012/012(08) - Teaching natural science in large classes at York University / Richard A. Jarrell**

**Title:** Teaching natural science in large classes at York University / Richard A. Jarrell  
**ID:** F0721-S00898-2018-012/012(08)  
**Date:** Sept. 1993 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Item is a textbook written by Jarrell.  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English  
**Publication status:**  
Published  
**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/013(01) - MSC : UK sci/tech. ed/Ont. texts/Ont. tech./systems : index cards**

**Title:** MSC : UK sci/tech. ed/Ont. texts/Ont. tech./systems : index cards  
**ID:** F0721-S00898-2018-012/013(01)  
**Date:** [198-?] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English  
**Publication status:**  
Published  
**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/013(02) - Professoriate : index cards**
Title: Professoriate : index cards
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/013(02)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Cdn. astronomy 16-19c : index cards
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/013(03)
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/013(04) - Scientists : index cards
Title: Scientists : index cards
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/013(04)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/013(05) - Scientists : index cards

Title: Scientists : index cards
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/013(05)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/013(06) - Contacts (current) : index cards

Title: Contacts (current) : index cards
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/013(06)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/014(01) - Agricultural education : index cards

Title: Agricultural education : index cards
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/014(01)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/014(02) - Canadian scientists : index cards

Title: Canadian scientists : index cards
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/014(02)
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/014(03) - Irish agricultural education : index cards

Title: Irish agricultural education : index cards
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/014(03)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/015(01) - Quebec science 19c : index cards

Title: Quebec science 19c : index cards
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/015(01)
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/015(02) - Irish science 19c : index cards

Title: Irish science 19c : index cards
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/015(02)
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/016(01) - Bibliography : Canadian astronomy : index cards

Title: Bibliography : Canadian astronomy : index cards
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/016(01)
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00898-2018-012/016(02) - 20th c. Canadian astronomy : index cards

Title: 20th c. Canadian astronomy : index cards
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/016(02)
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Henry Cole : 19th century
ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/016(03)
Date: Reproduced [199-?], originally created [18--] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item consists of copies of textual records held by the British Library.

Physical description: 1 reel of microfilm

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0721-S00898-2018-012/016(04) - F. Masson letters (Mitchell Library, Sydney, NSW)

Title: F. Masson letters (Mitchell Library, Sydney, NSW)

ID: F0721-S00898-2018-012/016(04)

Date: Reproduced [199-?], originally created [17--] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item consists of copies of textual records held by the State Library of New South Wales, Australia, pertaining to botanist Francis Masson.

Physical description: 1 reel of microfilm

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0721-S00898-2018-012/016(05) - UNB Encaenia : 19th century

Title: UNB Encaenia : 19th century
Item consists of copies of New Brunswick newspapers "The Head Quarters", "The Daily Telegraph" and "The Colonial Presbyterian and Protestant Journal".

Physical description: 1 reel of microfilm

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Series: F0721-S00899 - York University files

Title: York University files

ID: F0721-S00899

Date: 1970-2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Series consists of records pertaining to Jarrell's work as a professor and administrator at York University. Records include course syllabi and handouts, examinations and assignments, lecture notes, course evaluations, presentation slides, handbooks, a student cookbook, correspondence, reports, photographs, applications, and forms.

Physical description: 0.18 m of textual records
2 photographs : col. ; 20 x 25 cm and 15 x 10 cm
1 compact disc
1 DVD

Restrictions on access:
Access is open with the exception of file 2018-012/017(09).

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(01) - Atkinson College application

Title: Atkinson College application
ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(01)
Date: 1971-1974 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of Jarrell's application for a full-time position in the Department of Natural Science, Atkinson College, at York University. Included is a CV, letters of recommendation, a memorandum, and teaching evaluation summaries.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00899-2018-012/022(13) - Course evaluations

Title: Course evaluations
ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/022(13)
Date: 1994-2002 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of statistics and summaries of comments pertaining to the results of student evaluations of Jarrell's courses.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Item: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(02) - Course kit : SC/STS 3755 3.0 : The emergence of cosmology as a science : winter 2010 : Professor Richard A. Jarrell

Title: Course kit : SC/STS 3755 3.0 : The emergence of cosmology as a science : winter 2010 : Professor Richard A. Jarrell

ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(02)

Date: 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(03) - Faculty of Liberal Arts & Professional Studies : humanities : pamphlet

Title: Faculty of Liberal Arts & Professional Studies : humanities : pamphlet

ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(03)

Date: [20--] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(04) - FSE Task Force

Title: FSE Task Force
ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(04)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File pertains to the activities and findings of the Faculty of Science and Engineering Task Force, on which Jarrell served as a member. Records include a report and draft report, budget and enrollment statistics, meeting and project notes, correspondence, and e-mail.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(05) - NATS 1520 S2011

Title: NATS 1520 S2011
ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(05)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File pertains to this Faculty of Science and Engineering course taught by Jarrell in summer 2011, "The science and technology of music". Records include a course syllabus, examinations, examination answer keys, a TA workload form, and class response quiz reports.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(06) - NATS 1520 W2013**

**Title:** NATS 1520 W2013  
**ID:** F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(06)  
**Date:** 2013 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**

File pertains to this Faculty of Science and Engineering course taught by Jarrell in winter 2013, "The science and technology of music". Records include a course syllabus, a TA workload form, group assignments, quizzes, answer keys, and examinations.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English

**Publication status:** Published  
**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(07) - NATS 1520, NATS 1910, STS 3755**

**Title:** NATS 1520, NATS 1910, STS 3755  
**ID:** F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(07)  
**Date:** 2009-2012 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**

Item contains presentation slides, handouts, lecture notes, assignments, examinations, syllabi and other materials pertaining to three courses taught by Jarrell: The Science and Technology of Music (SC/NATS1520), Food, Science and Technology (SC/NATS1910), and Emergence of Cosmology as a Science (SC/STS 3755). File formats include PowerPoint slides, spreadsheets, PDFs, and text files.

**Physical description:** 1 DVD (27.4 MB)  
**Language of the material:** English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(08) - NATS 1560 W2013**

**Title:** NATS 1560 W2013  
**ID:** F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(08)  
**Date:** 2013 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File pertains to this Faculty of Science and Engineering course taught by Jarrell in winter 2013, "Understanding food". Records include a TA workload form, quizzes, an examination, and an answer key.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:** English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**Item: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(09) - NATS 1860**

**Title:** NATS 1860  
**ID:** F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(09)  
**Date:** 2003 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Item contains presentation slides, handouts, assignments, examinations and other materials pertaining to the fall 2003 portion of this course, Science: Past, Present and Future, taught by Jarrell. File formats include PowerPoint slides, spreadsheets, image files, and text files.

**Physical description:** 1 compact disc (41.4 MB)
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Access to this file is restricted due to presence of confidential student information.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(10) - NATS 1910 W12

Title: NATS 1910 W12
ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(10)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File pertains to this Faculty of Science and Engineering course taught by Jarrell in winter 2012, "Food, science and technology". Records include a course syllabus, and class response reports.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(11) - Personnel file

Title: Personnel file
ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(11)
Date: 1970-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File pertains to Jarrell's career and work at York University. Records include newspaper clippings, copies of his university diplomas and transcripts, memoranda and correspondence, book reviews, course evaluations, a fellowship report, notices, referee comments, newsletters, and a certificate of appreciation. Also in the file are group photographs including Jarrell taken at a radio astronomy conference held in Penticton, B.C., in 1994 and at an Irish science and technology conference held in Armagh, Northern Ireland, in Oct. 1994.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
2 photographs : col. ; 20 x 25 cm and 15 x 10 cm.

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

Item: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(12) - Reading notes for big science

Title: Reading notes for big science
ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(12)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Item is a bibliography on the subject of big science accompanied by reading notes created by Jarrell.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(13) - Science & Technology Studies (STS) program : York University : pamphlet

Title: Science & Technology Studies (STS) program : York University : pamphlet
ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(13)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(14) - STS 2005-10

Title: STS 2005-10
ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(14)
Date: 2006-2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content: File pertains to York University's program in Science and Technology Studies and Jarrell's role as program coordinator. Records include meeting agendas and minutes, program governing regulations, reports of the coordinator, committee lists, memoranda, a list of core curricula, proposals, and enrollment statistics.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(15) - STS 3755 W10

Title: STS 3755 W10
ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(15)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to this Science and Technology Studies Program course taught by Jarrell in winter 2010, "Emergence of cosmology as a science". Records include a course syllabus, a course calendar, assignments and answer keys, examinations, and essay topics.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: STS 3755 F2012
ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(16)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to this Science and Technology Studies Program course taught by Jarrell in fall 2012, "Emergence of cosmology as a science". Records include a course syllabus, questions on the readings, essay guidelines, group assignments, and examinations.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status: Published
Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(17) - STS 3790.06**

Title: STS 3790.06

ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(17)

Date: 1992-1993 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File pertains to this Atkinson College course taught by Jarrell in fall-winter 1992-1993, "Special topics: issues in environmental science". Records include a course syllabus, notes, a copy of the final examination, a reading list, a course schedule, and lecture notes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(18) - STS 6401**

Title: STS 6401

ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(18)

Date: 2010 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File pertains to this Graduate Program in Science and Technology Studies course taught by Jarrell in fall 2010, "Big science". Records include a course syllabus, informed consent forms for coursework-related research involving human participants, lecture notes, and a bibliography.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(19) - STS 6405 W12

Title: STS 6405 W12
ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(19)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to this graduate Program in Science and Technology Studies course taught by Jarrell in winter 2012, "Science and technology in Canadian development”. Records include a course syllabus, a group assignment, lecture notes, and a course evaluation form.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(20) - The virtual cookbook : contributed by the NATS1910 Food, Science and Technology class of 2006-07

Title: The virtual cookbook : contributed by the NATS1910 Food, Science and Technology class of 2006-07
ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(20)
Date: Mar. 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Item is a cookbook created by one of Jarrell's classes at York University, for which he wrote the foreword.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
File: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(21) - UPR follow-up

Title: UPR follow-up

ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(21)

Date: 2010, 2012 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File pertains to an undergraduate program review (UPR) for Science and Technology Studies (STS) in 2010 and Jarrell's role as program coordinator. Records include a 2012 cyclical review meeting agenda, a program faculty agenda of concerns and associated memorandum, a copy of the STS UPR Consultants' Report (spring 2010), and the responses of the STS dean and the STS department to the review.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(22) - York University : Faculty of Science and Engineering : Division of Natural Science : faculty handbook 2007-08

Title: York University : Faculty of Science and Engineering : Division of Natural Science : faculty handbook 2007-08

ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(22)

Date: 2007 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(23) - York University : Faculty of Science and Engineering : Division of Natural Science : natural science handbook, summer 2008

Title: York University : Faculty of Science and Engineering : Division of Natural Science : natural science handbook, summer 2008
ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(23)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Item: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(24) - York University Co-operative Daycare Centre : report of the Daycare Review Committee

Title: York University Co-operative Daycare Centre : report of the Daycare Review Committee
ID: F0721-S00899-2018-012/017(24)
Date: July 1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Item is a report produced by Jarrell as chairperson, with Pam Fabian and Alex Ahee.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
Series: F0721-S00900 - Subject files

Title: Subject files

ID: F0721-S00900

Date: 1966-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Series consists of a variety of records, including files pertaining to Jarrell's involvement with the Markham Environmental Alliance, his academic publishing company, Scientia Press, and his university education at Indiana University and the University of Toronto. Records include financial statements, correspondence (including printed e-mail), newsletters, agendas, notices, pamphlets, membership lists, notebooks, essays, book reviews, and photographic slides.

Physical description: 0.39 m of textual records

160 photographs : col. slides ; 35 mm
1 photograph : b&w ; 7 x 5 cm

Restrictions on access:

Access is open with the exception of file 2018-012/018(04).

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(01) - Bay of Fundy

Title: Bay of Fundy

ID: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(01)

Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of photographs of landscapes and animals around the Bay of Fundy.

Physical description: 28 photographs : col. slides ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(02) - Horticulture away from home

Title: Horticulture away from home
ID: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(02)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of photographs of plants and flowers in a garden atmosphere.

Physical description: 30 photographs : col. slides ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(03) - Landscape photographs

Title: Landscape photographs
ID: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(03)
Date: Sept. 1996 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of photographs of unidentified natural landscapes featuring mountains, trees, flowers, and animals.

Physical description: 102 photographs : col. slides ; 35 mm

Publication status:
File: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(04) - Markham Environmental Alliance

Title: Markham Environmental Alliance
ID: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(04)
Date: 1999-2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to Jarrell's involvement with the Markham Environmental Alliance. Records include financial statements, membership lists, e-mail, correspondence, memoranda, agendas, notices, pamphlets, research materials, issues of the organization's newsletter, "The Bur Oak", and a letters patent.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Access is subject to a research agreement to protect third-party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(05) - MEA [Markham Environmental Alliance]

Title: MEA [Markham Environmental Alliance]
ID: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(05)
Date: 1999-2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to Jarrell's environmental activism as part of the Markham Environmental Alliance. Records include notes, e-mail, a telephone list, meeting minutes and agendas, a draft constitution,
a membership form, and issues of a "Solutions" newsletter (vol. 8, no. 2, 1999) and the Friends of the Don East newsletter, "At the Forks" (vol. 6, issue 3, fall 1999).

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(06) - Reviews**

Title: Reviews

ID: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(06)

Date: 1981-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of published reviews of Jarrell's books. Included is a studio portrait of Jarrell.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

1 photograph : b&w ; 7 x 5 cm

Language of the material:

English

French

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(07) - Scientia Press financial reports**

Title: Scientia Press financial reports

ID: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(07)
Date: 1992-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(08) - Graduate school essays : University of Toronto

Title: Graduate school essays : University of Toronto
ID: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(08)
Date: 1968-1970 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(09) - Graduate school notebooks : University of Toronto

Title: Graduate school notebooks : University of Toronto
ID: F0721-S00900-2018-012/018(09)
Date: 1968-1970 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00900-2018-012/019(01) - Graduate school notebooks: University of Toronto

Title: Graduate school notebooks: University of Toronto

ID: F0721-S00900-2018-012/019(01)

Date: 1968-1970 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00900-2018-012/019(02) - Undergraduate course notebooks: Indiana University

Title: Undergraduate course notebooks: Indiana University
File: F0721-S00900-2018-012/019(03) - Undergraduate course notebooks : Indiana University

Title: Undergraduate course notebooks : Indiana University

ID: F0721-S00900-2018-012/019(03)

Date: [ca. 1966-1967] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00900-2018-012/019(04) - Undergraduate course notebooks : Indiana University

ID: F0721-S00900-2018-012/019(04)
File: F0721-S00900-2018-012/020(01) - Undergraduate essays and book reviews: Indiana University

Title: Undergraduate essays and book reviews: Indiana University

ID: F0721-S00900-2018-012/020(01)

Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0721-S00900-2018-012/020(02) - Undergraduate essays and book reviews: Indiana University

Title: Undergraduate essays and book reviews: Indiana University

ID: F0721-S00900-2018-012/020(02)

Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)